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Abstract. Attention is crucial for autonomous agents interacting with
complex environments. In a real scenario, our expectations drive atten-
tion, as we look for crucial objects to complete our understanding of the
scene. But most visual attention models to date are designed to drive
attention in a bottom-up fashion, without context, and the features they
use are not always suitable for driving top-down attention. In this paper,
we present an attentional mechanism based on semantically meaningful,
interpretable features. We show how to generate a low-level semantic
representation of the scene in real time, which can be used to search
for objects based on specific features such as colour, shape, orientation,
speed, and texture.

1 Introduction

Scene interpretation is a process which aims at providing a rich semantic descrip-
tion of the observed world. This includes all the observable objects and complex
relations between them, which provide a sufficient basis for reasoning and action
planning. It is a very complex problem which must be solved by many differ-
ent processes acting together, including image pre-processing, low-level feature
extraction, edge and line grouping, disparity and motion processing, segmenta-
tion, classification, and reasoning.

Each one of these processes can be improved by information obtained from
other channels. This is evidenced by many visual illusions which become trivial
once additional context is given, and by the large number of feedback connections
in the primate visual cortex. Much literature shows that accurate segmentation
makes object recognition easier, and that using strong top-down object models
can provide good segmentation. However, all current scene interpretation sys-
tems struggle when faced with a completely new scene and thousands of visual
categories and potential scenarios.

We believe that this chicken-and-egg problem can be solved by providing
a very rich bottom-up description of the scene. This can involve higher-level
processes which provide useful feedback early in the scene understanding process.
Our semantic salience subsystem therefore accomplishes two tasks: (i) it provides
a fast, low-level salience map by combining multiple information channels such
as colour, texture, disparity, motion and shape, and (ii) it combines these infor-
mation channels into a meaningful, interpretable and rich low-level description of
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the scene which is then used to establish scene context and to aid more complex
processes such as object recogntion and scene understanding.

2 Related Work

One of the most influential salience models was introduced by Itti, Koch and
Niebur [12,13] In their approach, salience is seen as a filtering problem which
detects salient regions using Difference-of-Gaussians filters at multiple scales.
The input is represented as feature maps consisting of colour channels and
responses of oriented Gabor filters. Recently, this approach has been modified
to detect larger salient regions instead of points by Frintrop et al. [5], showing
the continued appeal of the approach. Other modifications include weighting the
different feature maps after identifying useful features [11] and exploring the role
of saliency in overt attention [19]. When combined with traditional segmentation
methods, eye fixation maps can segment salient objects in the image [16].

Salience has also been implemented in terms of visual perception [7], graph-
based visual salience [9], and object-based saliency features [8]. Additionally,
salience has also been modelled as a discriminant process [6] and as a regression
problem [14]. Multi-scale processing has been shown to improve salience on small-
scale, high-contrast patterns [26].

In recent years, the focus has shifted towards detecting entire salient objects,
usually in complex scenes. This is a very important step for providing top-down
feedback for scene understanding in artificial intelligence [10,21] and cognitive
robotics [23]. Many current approaches to salience try to segment an entire
object, typically modelling regions according to their colour and luminance [1],
contrast [2,3] or dissimilarity [4]. Another approach is to learn a correct fore-
ground object segmentation from a set of training images [17].

All of these methods merely detect salient regions in a bottom-up, pre-
attentive fashion, and these regions then need to be classified in order to under-
stand the scene, as in [18]. However, vision is a complex interplay between
bottom-up and top-down processes, and attention is also driven by high-level
expectations [10,15], which is why it should be possible for high-level concepts
about colour and shape to determine what is salient in an image. This is the
approach often taken in cognitive robotics, where there is tight coupling between
feature representation and action [27]. We believe that powerful scene interpre-
tation can be built on top of interpretable, semantically meaningful features,
which can simplify top-down queries because they directly relate to higher-level
descriptions.

3 Salience Based on Local Feature Channels

Many modern salience algorithm focus on colour and intensity as the main
drivers of salience. We are interested in a rich set of features, so we use many
different kinds of low-level features to obtain a salience map. Colour, texture,
disparity and motion are all local features calculated at each pixel, and we treat
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing feature-based salience.

them in a similar way, using feature stacks and blob detection as will be described
in this section. In addition to these features, we also use shape, which we obtain
by combining different shape fragments into elementary shapes, and local com-
plexity, which we obtain from end-stopped cells with large receptive fields.

Our implementation differs from most in that each of these features is
encoded in a way that is semantically meaningful: each of the features can be
interpreted in terms of high-level concepts such as “smooth”, “red”, “fast” or
“square.” This makes top-down driven attention possible.

We use four low-level feature channels for finding salient regions in the image:
colour, texture, disparity and motion (see Fig. 1). Feature-based salience is based
on stacks S of retinotopic maps M which represent populations of cells, each map
representing a specific feature value: e.g. a stack of colours (red, green, etc.),
specific distances, or specific dominant directions of motion:

Sf =
{
M1

f , . . . ,MN
f

}
, (1)

where f ∈ {colour, disparity, texture, motion}. Since salience extraction is not a
very precise operation, the stacks are built from subsampled images in order to
speed up processing. Each image in each stack is processed with a Difference of
Gaussian blob detector at several scales, and the results are summed to provide
a complete salience map of the image following the classic approach by Itti et al.
[13]. In this section, we describe the individual feature stacks and the final blob
detection step.
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3.1 Colour

We construct a stack of 6 retinotopic maps representing different channels in the
CIE L*a*b* colour-opponent space. The CIE L*a*b* model is based on retinal
cones and provides a standard way to model biological colour opponency. The
first three channels of the feature stack code the image in the Lab colour space,
and thus represent white, green and blue colour components. The second three
channels are the inverse of the first three channels and thus represent black, red
and yellow components. All channels are scaled to fit within the interval [0 . . . 1]:

for 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 Mn
colour(x, y) = ImageL∗a∗b∗(x, y)[n], (2)

for 4 ≤ n ≤ 6 Mn
colour(x, y) = 1 − Mn−3

colour(x, y). (3)

Since each feature channel measures similarity to a basic colour, it is possible
to perform queries based on these basic colours.

3.2 Disparity

We use a Kinect sensor to provide real-time depth information, but a disparity
algorithm could easily be substituted instead. We represent disparities by a stack
of retinotopic maps, with each map containing cells tuned to one particular
distance. A neuron will react strongly to the correct disparity and its response is
reduced as the disparity moves away from the preferred one. We organise these
cells in a stack of retinotopic maps, where each map represents a certain preferred
disparity. Constant disparity produces constant regions within the stack, whereas
sharp changes in disparity result in discontinuities which are exploited in the final
blob detection step:

Mn
disp(x, y) = |Dobserved(x, y) − Dpreferred(n)|. (4)

In this representation, the layers represent “near”, “far” and “medium-
distance” objects.

3.3 Texture

Our texture module is based on our previous work on texture discrimination [22].
The local power spectrum of a texture at a given pixel location can be estimated
by a set of oriented Gabor filters, corresponding to the responses of complex
cells at that location. The power spectrum is interpreted as a 2D matrix with
orientation o and frequency f as the two principal axes. Since the spectrum often
has the shape of an elongated 2D Gaussian, we approximate it with a Gaussian
mixture model using five parameters:

P ≈ g · exp

(
−(f − μf )2

2σ2
f

)

exp
(−(o − μo)2

2σ2
o

)
, (5)
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here μo and μf represent the location of the mean and σo and σf the standard
deviation in two dimensions. The mean is estimated by finding the location of
the maximum in the spectrum matrix, and the standard deviations are calcu-
lated from the row and column vectors obtained by summing rows and columns,
respectively. An additional parameter ε = (σf − σo)/(σf + σo) allows to distin-
guish isotropic from anisotropic textures.

The benefit of this texture representation is that it is, once again, seman-
tically meaningful. The different feature dimensions represent isotropy (“ori-
ented pattern” vs. “not oriented”), dominant orientation (“horizontal pattern”
vs. “vertical pattern”) and dominant scale (“coarse” vs. “fine”) which can be
used to direct attention to relevant parts of the image.

3.4 Optical Flow

Optical flow is a major field in Computer Vision and we use the standard
OpenCV implementation as our first step. As with other features, we then encode
this information in an easy-to-interpret format. The feature stack contains 8
maps representing 8 directions of motion (above a minimum speed threshold),
with values on the interval [0 . . . 1]:

Mn
motion(x, y) = |θobserved(x, y) − θpreferred(n)|. (6)

In words, 1 occurs when a pixel is moving in the preferred direction, and 0
occurs when the pixel is not moving or moves in the opposite direction. Interme-
diate values indicate that the pixel is moving in a direction similar to the pre-
ferred direction. There is one additional map representing motion speed. Objects
moving in a certain direction will thus cause large coherent regions in one of the
maps of the stack which lead to salience peaks after the blob detection step.

This representation allows us to describe parts of the image as “stationary”,
“slow-moving” and “fast-moving”, as well as to identify the direction of move-
ment using one of the 8 principal directions. In an active vision scenario, we
could focus attention on fast moving objects, or objects moving in a specific
direction without having to generate expected feature values.

3.5 Feature-Based Blob Detection

After extracting the feature stacks Sf , each individual map of each stack is
filtered:

Bn,m
f = Mn

f ∗ Km
blob, (7)

where Kblob is a Difference of Gaussians blob detection kernel

Km
blob = exp

(−(x2 + y2)
2σ2

m

)
− Nm exp

(−(x2 + y2)
2(2σm)2

)
, (8)

with Nm a normalising constant which makes Kblobm a pure bandpass filter. This
process is performed at 4 logarithmically-spaced scales σm. Finally, all filtered
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maps in each stack are summed and normalised to the range [0, 1]. This yields a
salience map for the feature f :

SMf = normalise

(
∑

n,m

Bn,m
f

)

. (9)

The final local-feature-based salience map SMLF is obtained by computing
the weighted sum of all local features types:

SMLF =
∑

f

wfSMf . (10)

Figure 1 illustrates this process. The result is a bottom-up, pre-attentive
salience map of the scene.

3.6 Salience Based on Shape

Shape is an important salience cue, and one of the most important features for
object detection. We use a Bayesian detection framework [20]. In contrast to that
work, shape detection is simpler, and works with larger descriptors and fewer
features.

During a learning phase, the system is shown several basic shapes such as rec-
tangles, squares, circles and cylinders. Keypoints are extracted from the images
of these basic shapes, and a local descriptor is computed at each point, at 16 dif-
ferent orientations. For each descriptor, the offset to the shape centre is recorded,
and normalised by dividing it by the keypoint scale. In contrast to object detec-
tion, descriptors are extracted over larger regions surrounding the keypoint, to
capture larger parts of the global shape.

The detection process in a novel image also begins by extracting keypoints
from the image, and extracting the corresponding local descriptors. Each descrip-
tor is compared to the descriptors extracted during learning, at all orientations.
The offset corresponding to the best-matching descriptor is used to add a “vote”
to the corresponding location in the neural map representing the shape asso-
ciated with the winning descriptor. These votes are finally summed using the
summing kernels as described in [20].

As with local features, the shapes are based on four basic shapes and designed
to be easily interpreted. This makes it possible to search for specific shapes (e.g.
“round”) in a top-down manner, without performing object-detection on the
entire image first.

3.7 Salience Based on Local Complexity

The final salience cue is obtained from responses of end-stopped cells with large
receptive fields. Our end-stopped cell model has been described in detail in
past reports and publications [24,25]. End-stopped cells respond to areas with
large local complexity. While end-stopped cells with short wavelengths react to
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the complete process leading to the salience map.

line terminations and corner-like structures, cells with large wavelengths react
strongly to blob-like structures in the image, and thus yield a further useful
salience cue. By examining the relative strength of the responses of associated
simple and complex cells, we extract the last two features, which are the domi-
nant orientation of the region and elongation of the local object. These features
are then thresholded to correspond to interpretable concepts such as “compact”,
“elongated”, “horizontal” and “vertical” (Fig. 4).

3.8 Top-Down Attention and Feature Representation

Basic salience calculation was shown in Eq. 10. Top-down context can be added
by boosting the weight wf for features we are interested in (e.g. “red” and “fast-
moving”) and reducing it for the features we are not interested in, thus adding
top-down guidance to attention.

The final salience map is used to sequentially process the scene with inhi-
bition of return. Once attention is focused on a specific part of the image, the
feature stacks used to calculate the salience map are used to efficiently access
low-level features associated with that region, such as colour, texture and domi-
nant orientation, in order to provide context for higher processes. Here we exploit
the fact that the feature stacks were designed to be easily interpretable and thus
provide a meaningful description which can be expresses in terms of semantic
concepts such as “red,” “smooth,” “near,” or “elongated.” The features can be
read at the peak locations of the salience map, but they are more reliable if
summed over the local neighbourhood.
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4 Preliminary Results

We applied our method in two robotic scenarios: the Bochum dataset (BOIL),
which shows single objects from the overhead perspective, and the more complex
tabletop dataset collected at the Algarve lab, which shows multiple objects from
a perspective approximating the viewpoing of a human or a humanoid robot.
Since there is no annotated ground truth information, we report the results by
showing the salience and extracted low-level features on a number of images
from both datasets.

4.1 Algarve Tabletop Scenario

We tested the performance of our method in bottom-up scenario on a tabletop
scenario based on images collected in the Algarve vision lab. Each image shows
multiple objects on a table. In this experiment, we used colour, texture, depth,
shape and end-stopped cells for extracting local feature information. Figure 3
shows the results on several images from this dataset. In all images, the combi-
nation of used features results in all objects exhibiting strong responses in the
final salience map. It can be seen that the combination of different salience cues
improves the final salience map.

4.2 Bochum Robotics Scenario

The feature representation was tested on the Bochum image database (BOIL)
which consists of images of 30 objects taken by an overhead camera at different
orientations. The dataset does not contain depth images or disparity maps, and
the objects are not strongly textured, so we used colour, shape and end-stopped
cells for orientation. The location of the maximum value in the combined salience
map is taken as the most likely object location.

At this location, we read the values from the feature stacks as described
in the previous section. We read the dominant colour, dominant orientation,
elongation and the most likely shape and use this as a low-level description of
the region. Figure 4 shows the results on several images from this dataset. As
can be seen, our system provides many features of the object, providing context
to higher-level processes. We are planning to use this low-level information to
aid the sequential object recognition process which currently does not employ of
any type of context.

The results shown in Fig. 4. Although our attentional system has no object
detection and is not aware of the objects in the scene (this function would be
performed by a higher-level process in a complete system), it correctly detects
the presence of meaningful features in different areas of the image, and can
read correct description of the local area without segmenting objects first. This
information could also be used to efficiently search for round or green objects in
a novel scene, and to guide a higher-level interpretation process.
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Fig. 3. Results on images from the Algarve dataset. From left to right: input image;
colour-based salience; disparity-based salience; combined salience. In the second and
third rows, the white tea box is not very salient in the colour channel, but is easily
detected by disparity. In the last row, the videotape is not visible on the disparity
image, but it is detected in the colour channel due to its strong and uniform colour.
This shows the complementarity of different feature channels. (Color figure online)

5 Implementation

Our software is implemented using the OpenCV library and the keypoint imple-
mentation from [25]. It takes an RGB image as an input, and it outputs a final
salience map and the feature stacks described in Sect. 2. The salience map and
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Fig. 4. Results on images from the Bochum dataset. First column shows the input
image, the middle two columns show salience based on colour (left) and shape (right).
The last column shows automatically extracted attributes. Most of the attributes are
correct, except the final row, where the shape is incorrect. (Color figure online)
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feature stacks are provided as OpenCV matrices, which can be passed on to the
CEDAR neural field simulator, for integrating into a robotics architecture.

Our software leverages multiple cores of modern CPUs and uses subsampling.
With the exception of disparity processing, it can process input images at a
resolution of 640 × 480 pixels at about 10 frames per second on our Intel i5
processor, which is fast enough for a real-time scenario. A GPU implementation
could speed the process up even further.

6 Summary

We presented a novel algorithm for local gist estimation. It builds on our pre-
vious work on low-level shape, colour, disparity and texture modelling, and refor-
mulates all these processes in a consistent way so they can be combined into a
single algorithm.

Our algorithm accomplishes two tasks. First, it creates a salience map based
on several low-level features: colour, texture, disparity, motion, complex cells and
shape. All of these processes are based on biological models, including colour
opponency, cortical keypoints and disparity-tuned binocular cells. The salience
map is very fast to compute and our experiments show that it is useful for detect-
ing objects in indoor robotic scenarios. Second, it provides a rich description of
the image by representing local image content in terms of interpretable feature
stacks. Once attention has been focused on a particular region of the image, the
local features can be trivially extracted at no extra cost. This software therefore
serves both as an early attention cue and as local context for more complex tasks,
including object recognition, pose estimation, top-down attention and grasping.
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